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Welcome
This workbook is to support you throughout the next 30 days.  Use it
as an ACTIVE way of emBODY-ing the next version of you. Come back
to it whenever you need a refresher. 

Print this out and put it a 3 ring notebook or write the questions out
in a journal or type it up in a doc you can access anytime. Do what
works for you. Remember K.I.S.S. (keep it simple Sis/Sir/Soul)

Most importantly, through this workbook you get to trust yourself.
Whatever answers appear to you go with them because they are
FOR you.  There is no failure here in a traditional sense. Failure is 
actually feedback. It's your teacher so embrace it like the powerful
student you are. Just because you started this challenge know you
are already a success in 2022! Your Day 1 can start any day so if you
"fall off" just get back on and hit the reset button in your mind. You
got this!

You're being it!



Write the date each time you
work on this. Trust me you'll
want this detail later as you're
looking back on how far you've
come.

Let the people you live with and
love know what you're up to and
when you're working on this so
you have no interruptions or as
few as possible. 

If they don't understand share
with them that when you are
being your best self you can
show up to them in a way they
deserve too. This is a win/win for
all! 

3 Tips

Every step counts!
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Plan to succeed period.



Module
One

Mindset Matters 



We seek experience 

What do you want to hear yourself say about yourself after the 30 days? 

Why is experiencing yourself in this way important to you? 

What do you want to experience after the next 30 days? 

Create experiences that align with who you believe yourself to be. 



Here is what's key in setting a new goal.

You want to choose something that will stretch you and at the same time you believe
you can hit it.

Action breeds more belief so I wouldn't be surprised that when you show up
everyday to this challenge you will probably surpass your goal sooner than you think.

Write your 30 day goal below and draw some picture so go with it. Your subconscious
mind thinks in images so this helps your mind really start to SEE it as done. 

30 day goal 

You are the artist of your life.  



You are like wine baby. You get better with age! 

Have you been living with a fixed mindset or a growth mindset?

Remember all Change starts at the identity level. 

Who you believe you are and what you believe you're capable of is what
creates your current reality.  

Over the next 30 days you will show up for yourself in a way you haven't
before because you are focusing on your new identity. 

Identity is flexible. It's created through new habits and new perspective so
let's get to creating! 

"Speak life
over your life"

Mindset 

-Lizzy Rich



Your being is key to your having. So let's reverse engineer this starting with "Have"
aka what you want. Write again what you want to experience after this 30 days.
Remember repetition is key to mastery. This is HOW you reprogram your thoughts. 

Be Do Have  

You are here now which means this is FOR YOU!

Now imagine the version of yourself who's achieved that goal. What did you do to
achieve your goal? How did you guarantee your success?

The you who has done all those things above and hit your target goal, what does that
you believe about themself? How does that successful you feel about themself? How
is that version of you interacting with the world? What's your mindset? What is your
energy and vibe? 



Be honest and compassionate with yourself. 

we are creators 
We create stories and meaning around everything. 

What's the story you've told yourself about your health. Be honest with yourself here and
just observe as you write. This isn't about judging yourself. It's about learning from
yourself. 



Is this the ultimate truth? Can you prove it without a shadow of a doubt? Is this true for
everyone when it comes to health?

 

When you believe that story how do you interact in the world? What do you do or don't do?

How does that story make you feel?

 

Work only with stories that work for you. 



How can you reMIND yourself of this truth?

 

Because we're human and we're product of habit your old story may come back again and
try to take over the narrative in your mind. What can you say to yourself to compassionately
reMIND yourself of who you're BEcoming? 

What if that story never existed what would be possible for you?  How would you now move
in the world? What would be possible for you? 

 

Patience and practice are key to success. 



Feelings are fuel. 

Ho'oponopono 
This is a beautiful Hawaiian prayer of forgiveness 

I'm sorry
Please forgive me
Thank you
I love you

The framework is the following 4 phrases

Write a forgiveness letter to your past self for holding onto any stories about yourself for
as long as you have. Really feel into this because it's important that the body learns it. Feel
each word of the prayer as best you can. Sometimes you may need to do this over and over
but I promise you the body begins to come to a place of peace. Trust the process. Wherever
you're at is perfectly unfolding for you. 



It's worth it to do this full out.

Interview your
future self 
Day 1 self
"How did you make your schedule work?"

Day 30 Self who finished powerfully!
"I made sure I was prepared as possible and took more time in the beginning of the month
to set up my schedule. I had plans for busy days, travel days and at home days. I kept it as
simple as possible with my meal preps since this was new for me. I made choices I could
maintain like buying pre boiled eggs , etc."

Below ask your future self at least 3 questions on how to make the next 30 days as
successful as possible. 



It's worth it to do this full out.



Identity
Now that you've tapped into that successful version of you use it to pull from and build 
 your I AM statement. Read it out loud each time then check off the box and celebrate! 

I am + 3 adjectives + 1 noun.

How do you feel?

Follow what feels good. The Universe speaks in frequency. 

Pat yourself on the back

 High 5 yourself in the mirror

Do a happy dance  

Put your hand on your heart & say thank you. 

Celebrate that you're being a you that does this kind of stuff! 



Module
Two

 Healthy habits are an act of love.  



Contrast creates
clarity

Stop Doing Start Doing 

Action creates clarity. 



Contrast creates
clarity

Do less of Do more of 

Do you boo.



Contrast creates
clarity

Stop Being Start Being 

Have fun. 



Contrast creates
clarity

Be less of Be more of 

BE YOU.



Habits

What's the new habit you want to create and why is this important to you? 

Pick a new habit
from your
contrast list and
write a new habit
loop for it. Begin
practicing it
today.

Cue
Craving
Response
Reward

Habits are a set, series or practice you've done
enough times that it settles in on a subconscious
level and can be difficult to change. They are built
over time and can be changed over time. 

Habits occur from these 4 things.

What would it cost you if you don't make this a new habit?

When you do make this a new habit what will you gain from it? 

Habits can be retrained. 



Habit loops 
In the spaces below use the 4 lines to write out your new cue, craving, response and reward.
Reference my lemon water example in video 2. Start with 1 habit and once you become more
natural with that one add in another. 

Habit 1 Habit 2

Habit 3 Habit 4 

notes

Habits shape your habitat inside and out.



When will you create time to create your schedule?
 What days & times will you get your workout in? 
 What days & you'll go grocery shopping?
 What days & time you'll prepare your food?
 What day, time & how you'll celebrate completing
the challenge? 

Schedule = Freedom

Right now open up your calendar and schedule the following

Schedule your
success 

If you say no to your workouts and meals 
what are you saying yes to?

 
Whenever you say yes to something you are 

saying no to something else. 
 



Module
three

 Accountability creates action. 



Accountability 
One of the most challenging things in life is holding yourself accountable. Most people
tend to keep their word to others more than they do to themselves. If you know what
talking about then jump in the Facebook group and connect with another like minded
human to support you.

Remember people that buddy up usually increase their rate of success by 76%!  How
awesome is that?  

You can also share your goals with a friend who believes in you and do daily checkins via
text.  I used to have 23 people texting me an emoji every day letting me know they did their
daily exercise. No long texts and taking lots of time just an emoji and I knew they were
good. It can truly be that easy and simple.

Remember to stay close to the fire and check in on the FB group. You become who you
hang out with most so come hang out with us cool kids.  

Share your I AM statement with them
Share your pain vs pleasure declaration
Tell them your goal
Set a day and time to check in
Put an alarm in your phone as a reminder 

Tips for
buddies

Life is better with friends.

"Teamwork
makes the

dream work"



Accountability 
Use this sheet to decide who you can partner up with, when and how they can best support
you. 

Who can help support you? When will you reach out to them? 

 How you can celebrate/thank them? How you can celebrate yourself?

notes

Reinforce what you want more of by celebrating your wins.



You are your
master 

*Pro Tip: Look into
your past for
patterns of when
you haven't
reached your
goal. What dots
can you connect?
Those pain points
are teachers.

Remember you know yourself and I want you to
be honest with yourself so you can get the most
of this program.

Think about these questions to help you foresee
anything that could stop you so you know how to
moveforward when needed. 

What could possibly get in the way of you completing this challenge and how would that
make you feel? 

Knowing what you know about your past self what can help set you up for a 30 day success?

You've mastered yourself this far. You can master anything. 



Pain vs pleasure
declaration 

*Pro Tip: Share
your goal on
social media and
what you'll do if
you don't or do hit
it. Social
accountability is
powerful. 

Use these two emotions to help hold you
accountable when you tie an action to them. 

For example if you don't hit your goal you'll shave
your head. Or when you do hit your goal you'll
buy yourself that jacket you've been wanting.

Share this declaration with your buddy. 

What will you do if you don't hit your goal?

What will you do when you do hit you goal? 

Pain will push you or pleasure will pull you. 



Bathroom Mirror

Fridge

Alarms

Place you spend the most
time

Become your best accountability buddy. 

Where focus goes
energy flows 
Most of us have heard the term "Out of sight out of mind." Meaning if you don't see it you
most likely forget about it. This is why most people don't hit their New Years resolutions.
It's simply because they literally forget about them!

So take the time right now and write out your I AM statement and put it in the following
areas or where you know you'll see it most.  This WILL help you tap into the energy of your
higher self and reMIND you of who you came here to be. 

notes



Module
four

 Momentum is more fun! 



Momentum is more fun. 

Momentum 
Think of riding a bike, at first you may be a bit wobbly or if you're going up hill it can be
tough to get started but as long as you keep pedaling you eventually gain some
momentum and it starts to get easier. 

Your experience with fitness is a lot like this. You're all starting out at different places and
it may be tough to get started so to help you out I want you to think of a time when you
started something and it was challenging but you eventually picked it up and today it's
natural for you. 

Maybe it was when you started a new job.  Think back and write it down below.  This
reminds your body and subconscious mind that you can figure it out and work through
anything that's uncomfortable. 



Your why should make you cry. 

Why 
When you don't feel like it your why is your golden ticket to being able to jump on the no
excuses train.

It's true what they say, "You can have excuses or you can have results but you can't have
both."

It seems if you want something that should be enough but the reality is it isn't. What
moves people to action is rooting down into what moves them EMOTIONALLY. 

When you are rooted in your why the "how" WILL come.  What's your "why" that WILL pull
you through?



Build Leverage 
Who is counting on you to hit your goal?  Do you have kids or parents who want you
around? Who could possibly lose out on getting the best version of you? Who do you love
and want to show up for? Why do you want to show up for them?

What will they gain in witnessing you finish this challenge powerfully? Or what will they
lose if you continue struggling in your journey?

Pain will push you or pleasure will pull you.



Celebrate being
r.a.d. 

1.

*Pro Tip: If you did one thing more aligned with that successful future
version of yourself it deserves to be celebrated. It will make winning a
habit. 

Get a facial 

Take yourself on a date

Go on a retreat

Buy a new journal

Dance party

Write a thank you letter to yourself

Share it with a friend

Go on a hike or go to the beach

Self-care celebrations Free celebrations

Remember- when you remember to do your workouts & eat healthy
Action- when you're in action with your workout and witnessing yourself eating healthy
choices
Done- when you're done with what you said you'd do.

Write down ways to celebrate yourself and how that benefits you. 

2.

3.

4.

5.

Win the day by recognizing your wins. 



Affirmations 

I am living into my truth more and more everyday. 

I am willing to let go of the past and create a life I love. 

I am here to be the best I can be. 

I am open to learning today and doing something new. 

I am capable of living a healthy lifestyle. 

I am beginning to celebrate each step I take towards my health. 

I am willing to forgive myself when I go back to old habits.

I am becoming more loving to my body everyday.

I am willing to see things differently.

I am open to possibility.

I am in this world so I matter. 

I am learning to trust myself a bit more everyday. 

Affirm greatness over your life. Why not? You only have something to gain. 
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VOTES
How many days in a row WILL you vote for your

highest self? 

AM: Who are you voting for today?
PM: Who did you vote for today?
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VOTES 
Old Self - blank 

New Self - colored

AM: Who are you voting for today?
PM: Who did you vote for today?

 



VOTES 
Rate from 1-5 how much you were your new identity today. 

1 being the lowest & 5 being the highest. 
Think of your mental, physical, emotional and spiritual. 



VOTES 
Rate from 1-5 how much you were your new identity today. 

1 being the lowest & 5 being the highest. 
Think of your mental, physical, emotional and spiritual. 

AM: Who are you voting for today?
PM: Who did you vote for today?

Color in the hearts for your highest self


